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Evaluating Information Systems: Public and Private SectorButterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Companies make a huge investment of 4 to 10% of their turnover on IT - this book reveals how this is evaluated and measured.     

       The adoption of Information Technology (IT) and Information Systems (IS) represents significant financial investments, with alternative perspectives to the evaluation domain coming from both the public...
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Microsoft Application Virtualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 55 hands-on recipes covering the key aspects of a successful App-V deployment


	About This Book

	
		Deploy a resilient App-V infrastructure
	
		Combine App-V with Remote Desktop Services, Citrix XenDesktop, and System Center Configuration Manager
	
		Discover Shared Content Store...
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The Mathematics of Derivatives Securities with Applications in MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Quantitative Finance is expanding rapidly. One of the aspects ofthe recent financial crisis is that, given the complexity offinancial products, the demand for people with high numeracy skillsis likely to grow and this means more recognition will be given toQuantitative Finance in existing and new course structuresworldwide. Evidence has...
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Chancen und Risiken von Rohstoffinvestments: Eine quantitative Analyse von Rohstoffen als Anlageklasse (German Edition)Gabler, 2012

	Aufgrund zunehmender Korrelationen zwischen traditionellen Anlageklassen, eines historisch niedrigen Zinsniveaus und hoch volatiler Aktienkurse rückten alternative Investments in den letzten Jahren zunehmend in den Fokus von Investoren. Timo Klett führt eine umfassende Analyse von Rohstoffinvestments durch, indem er die Renditen...
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The Complete Direct Investing Handbook: A Guide for Family Offices, Qualified Purchasers, and Accredited Investors (Bloomberg Financial)Bloomberg Press, 2017

	The practical guide to direct investing strategies and best practices


	The Complete Direct Investing Handbook provides comprehensive guidelines, principles and practical perspectives on this increasingly attractive private equity investment strategy. Interviews with leading family office investors, qualified private...
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Toward Equity in Quality in Mathematics EducationSpringer, 2009

	Educational equity and quality are not only research issues which cut across different disciplines but are major determinants of socio-economic and human development in both industrial and developing countries. The status and role of mathematics, a subject which has long enjoyed a privileged status in school curricula worldwide due to its...
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Trading For DummiesFor Dummies, 2017

	Trade your way to a more profitable portfolio


	Savvy traders can make money in both up and down markets—and now you can, too! In Trading For Dummies, investors from every walk of life will benefit from sample stock charts, position trading tips and techniques, fresh ways to analyze trends and indicators, and all...
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The .NET and COM Interoperability HandbookPrentice Hall, 2002
.NET/COM interoperability in depth: comprehensive techniques and strategies

	The most in-depth guide to .NET/COM interoperability ever published!
	Covers every .NET/COM interop option, "gotcha," and workaround
	Offers practical strategies for .NET migration and long-term .NET/COM...
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The Handbook of Commodity Investing (Frank J. Fabozzi Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Filled with a comprehensive collection of information from experts in the commodity investment industry, this detailed guide shows readers how to successfully incorporate commodities into their portfolios. Created with both the professional and individual investor in mind, The Handbook of Commodity Investments covers a wide range of...
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The IT / Digital Legal Companion: A Comprehensive Business Guide to Software, IT, Internet, Media and IP LawSyngress Publishing, 2008
The content goes from the basics to advanced topics such as off-shoring, anti-circumvention, open source business models, user-created content, reverse engineering, mobile media distribution, web and game development, mash-ups, web widgets, and massively multiplayer games.

This book is designed to empower you to:

* Understand...
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Decision Management Systems: A Practical Guide to Using Business Rules and Predictive Analytics (IBM Press)IBM Press, 2011

	"A very rich book sprinkled with real-life examples as well as battle-tested advice.”

	—Pierre Haren, VP ILOG, IBM

	

	"James does a thorough job of explaining Decision Management Systems as enablers

	of a formidable business transformation.”

	—Deepak Advani, Vice President,...
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Pro SharePoint 2013 Business Intelligence SolutionsApress, 2013

	To get ahead in today's hyper-competitive marketplace, your business has to take advantage of the data you already have and mine that data to give you new insight, metrics, and clues to what drives successful customer interactions.  In Pro SharePoint 2013 Business Intelligence Solutions, you'll learn exactly how to...
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